Este un om al renăsterii

de Ligya Diaconescu

Prof. univ. dr. Florentin Smarandache este un creator polivalent – el este autorul, co-autorul, editorul, sau co-editorul a 143 de cărți și a peste 180 de lucrări științifice.

Pe 10 decembrie 2012 a împlinit 58 de ani, este născut în județul Vâlcea. Lucrează ca profesor de matematică la University of New Mexico, Gallup Campus, USA.

Este un om al renăsterii pentru că a publicat în foarte multe domenii: matematică (teoria numerelor, statistică, geometrie non-Euclidiană), computere (inteligență artificială, fuziunea informației), fizică (fizica cuantică, fizica particulelor), economie (economie culturală, teoria poly-emporium), filosofie (neurosofie - o generalizare a dialecticii, logica neurosofică - o generalizare a logicii fuzzy intuiționiste), literatură (poezie, proză, roman, eseu, nuvele, drame, teatru pentru copii, traduceri), artă (desene experimentale, colaje, pictură de avant-gardă).

Dr. Smarandache este creatorul teoriei Dezert-Smarandache în Fuziunea Informației (matematică aplicată) împreună cu Dr. J. Dezert din Franța. Această teorie este cunoscută pe plan internațional și este folosită în robotică, medicină, armată, cibernetică. http://fs.gallup.unm.edu/DSmT.htm.

Structurile Algebrice Smarandache, precum monoid, semigrup, spațiu vectorial, algebra lineară etc. studenții de la IIT (Institutul Indian de Tehnologie) din Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India, au susținut și continuă să
http://fs.gallup.unm.edu/eBooksLiterature.htm), care conține multe cărți de literatură, cărți de artă și albume, sau cărți despre creațiile sale literare și artistice, este vizitată de peste 100 de vizitatori pe zi.

Biblioteca sa Digitală de Științe (“Digital Library of Science”, http://fs.gallup.unm.edu/eBooks-otherformats.htm), unde se găsesc publicate cărțile sale științifice și de asemenea cărți și jurnale ale altor autori despre creația sa științifică, înregistrează peste 1.000 de vizitatori pe zi.
Florentin SMARANDACHE - New Mexico, USA

He is a Renaissance man
by Ligya DIACONESCU

Dr. Florentin Smarandache is a polymath: as author, co-author, translator, co-translator, editor, or co-editor of 160 books and 200 scientific papers and notes.

Actually since he published in many fields, such as: mathematics (number theory, statistics, non-Euclidean geometry), computer science (artificial intelligence, information fusion), physics (quantum physics, particle physics), economics (cultural economics, poly-emporium theory), philosophy (neuroosophy – a generalization of dialectics, neurosophistic logic – a generalization of intuitionistic fuzzy logic), social sciences (political essays), literature (poetry, prose, essays, novel, dramas, children plays, translations), arts (avant-garde/experimental drawings, collages, paintings).

He works as a Professor of Mathematics at the University of New Mexico, Gallup Campus, USA.

On 22 September 2011, CERN researchers have partially proved Smarandache Hypothesis that there is no speed barrier in the universe, since the muon neutrino traveled faster than light.

Received the 2011 New Mexico Book Award for algebraic structures together with Dr. W. B. Vasantha Kandasamy. Received in 2011 the Doctor Honoris Causa diploma (Adjunct Professor) from Beijing Jiaotong University and from Academia DacoRomana from Bucharest. Received the 2010 Telesio-Galilei Gold Medal for Science at the University of Pecs, Hungary. He is also a member of Romanian-
In China there have been organized four "International Conference on Number Theory and Smarandache\textsuperscript{\textregt} Problems\textsuperscript{\textregt}" in 2002.

He set up and developed the "Neurophonic Logistic\textsuperscript{\textregt} Program\textsuperscript{\textregt}.

One of his contributions to many such algebraic structures\textsuperscript{\textregt}, studies (see http://www.plaza.com.br/forum/ff) the degree of different directions of Chinese and Western mathematics\textsuperscript{\textregt} and still do suitable semi-group\textsuperscript{\textregt} issues, algebra, etc. studies from IT (computer science, computer science, etc.) and as original model topological algebraic structures such as monoidal semi-group\textsuperscript{\textregt}.
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Several Smarandache\textsuperscript{\textregt} functions are included in the Handbook of Smarandache\textsuperscript{\textregt} functions (see http://www.worldscities.com).

Smarandache\textsuperscript{\textregt} functions in Number Theory, also introduced formally in the text.

In the next conference, he will contribute to many such algebraic structures, studies (see http://www.plaza.com.br/forum/ff) the degree of different directions of Chinese and Western mathematics, and still do suitable semi-group issues, algebra, etc. studies from IT (computer science, computer science, etc.) and as original model topological algebraic structures such as monoidal semi-group.

Dr. Smarandache is the creator of DSCNT (Smarandache Throop)
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(within the Center for American History).

His professional web site: http://fs.gallup.unm.edu/ has about ¼ million hits per month! It is the largest and most visited site at UNM Gallup campus. Inside this, his sub-directory site Digital Library of Science (http://fs.gallup.unm.edu/cBooks-otherformats.htm), with many of his published scientific books but also with books and journals of others about his scientific creations, gets about 1,000 hits per day!

His Digital Library of Arts & Letters (http://fs.gallup.unm.edu/eBooks/literature.htm), with many of his literary and art books or albums, or about his literary and artistic creations, gets about 100 hits per day.

He became very popular around the world since over 3,000,000 people per year from about 110 countries read and download his e-books; many of his books have thousands of hits per month.
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